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Smartphone wars: A Scandinavian truce
SHANA TING LIPTON 22 JUNE, 2015

Scandinavia’s hightechnology industries have played their own part in the so
called ‘smartphone wars’ – what does that mean for IP lawyers going forward?

In November, some in the media trumpeted the end of the so-called ‘smartphone patent wars’
– years of incessant litigation among the key players in the information and communications
technology (ICT) sector.

The apparent proof of this: Google and Cisco’s settlement of lawsuits brought by a
smartphone superstar consortium appropriately dubbed Rockstar – consisting of Apple,
BlackBerry, Ericsson, Microsoft and Sony – over its Nortel patent portfolio. Rockstar
went on to sell its 4000-plus patents to RPX, a publicly traded San Francisco-based patent
clearing house which defensively acquires and licenses patents on behalf of its members, thus
effectively putting them out of the line of fire.

Yet, in February, three months after ‘the end of the smartphone patent wars’, it was
announced that Swedish multinational Ericsson was suing Apple for infringement of 41
patents including standard essential patents (SEP) related to 2G and 4G/LTE standards.

Although this may have surprised media pundits hanging their words on the apparent
Rockstar truce, monetising intellectual property, via patent licensing and litigation, seems to
make sense for Nordic ICT companies whose core business model appears to have changed
significantly.

CHANGING TACK

“Scandinavian [technology] companies face more difficult challenges from a business
perspective than some of the other big Korean, American or Chinese companies because they
are more expensive locations for manufacturing,” says Hiroshi Sheraton, IP partner at
Baker & McKenzie in London.
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Arguably, the newer entrants to the market, such as Apple and HTC, forced the old guard –
the likes of Ericsson and Nokia – out of the handset business. These legacy companies are
therefore dipping into the apparent goldmines of their patent portfolios, fuelled by a need to
boost profits. They are also moving into the high-value service realm – for example, further
development of 4G standards and Wi-Fi.

“The [Northern] European’s business places more emphasis on the value of the IP itself
rather than the impacts of third-party IP on their particular product as such,” says Sheraton.

His Swedish colleague confirms this retreat from business models centric to manufacturing:
“If you look at the large corporations – Ericsson has been investing heavily in R&D and in IP
for quite some time” says Peder Oxhammar, IP partner in the firm’s Stockholm office. “In
general, the transition from being a manufacturing company to becoming an intellectual
economy company is happening”.

According to Ericsson – which sold off its majority shareholding in its handsets business
through its long standing venture with Sony in 2011 – it holds “one of the industry’s strongest
intellectual property portfolios,” which features over 35,000 granted global patents. Nokia –
which acquired Siemens’ network operations in 2013 and completed the sale of its handset
division to Microsoft last year – boasts a portfolio of approximately 10,000 patent families.

Both have been publicly accused of behaving like ‘patent trolls’, a contentious way of
describing non-practising entities (in that they do not manufacture products), and a label also
given to the Rockstar consortium.

In recent years, ‘patent trolling’ has been on the rise in patentee-friendly jurisdictions –
particularly the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas, seen by  
practitioners as a so-called ‘rocket docket’ where Ericsson recently filed several lawsuits
against Apple.

The court is, however, as a result of its reputation, getting jammed with cases according to
Paul Brown, IP partner at Hogan Lovells in London, which acted for HTC when it was
sued by Finnish ICT giant Nokia for patent infringement. “The problem with the Eastern
District of Texas is that it is now very slow because everyone wants to go there,” he says.

THIS IS GERMANY CALLING

High-profile patent lawsuits have also been commonly issued in the United Kingdom, where
the judges are known for being “very technically able” and “give very good and detailed
judgments”, according to Akash Sachdeva, IP partner at Cooley’s recently-opened London
office.

Germany has become one of the most favoured forums for patent litigation. “Germany has
become increasingly popular with litigants of all technologies but particularly so for the non-
practising entities because in Germany you can get a very quick injunction preventing a sale
of the product across the whole of Germany which is the largest market in Europe, cheaply,”
says Brown, adding that it is much cheaper to litigate a patent to trial there than in the US.

Germany’s bifurcated system sees validity and infringement ruled on in separate courts and it
is known by practitioners for its speedy proceedings and experienced rulings on patent
infringement. “Germany is generally known as being a patentee-friendly jurisdiction and it is
relatively quick to get injunctive relief there,” says Sachdeva.

http://www.cdr-news.com/firms/hogan-lovells
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Courts in Mannheim, Düsseldorf and Munich, in particular, are viewed as chief destinations
for patent infringement cases. Germany’s Mannheim District Court was in fact where Nokia
won its patent suit against HTC in January – its fourth successful German patent lawsuit
against the Taiwanese smartphone manufacturer.

THE DISTRICT

Other international forums offer additional remedies for Scandinavian ICT companies. One
such is the US International Trade Commission (ITC), based in Washington, D.C.,
which is a non-court, patentee-friendly option which involves arbitration. CDR understands
this to be much quicker than the litigation route (see ‘The ABC of ITC’, April 2014 edition).

The quasi-judicial federal agency grants awards that prevent infringing products coming into
the US – import bans which effectively act like injunctions. As such, it is also another
jurisdiction in which Ericsson filed complaints in regards to Apple’s alleged patent
infringements. Such patent disputes are commonly heard concurrently in different forums,
explains Brown, citing the case brought against HTC by Nokia – which started legal actions
simultaneously in Germany and the US.

Traditionally, the US has been a popular litigation destination for non-practising entities’
potentially frivolous patent claims. One apparent weapon against such patent claims is the
2013 America Invents Act (AIA) – which the White House dubbed a piece of ‘historic patent
reform legislation’.

Some lawyers have suggested that the US as a whole is becoming less patentee-friendly while
Europe is poised to become increasingly patentee-friendly with the introduction of the
Unified Patent Court (UPC). A new patent court, expected to be up and running by late 2016,
the UPC will usher in a system with jurisdiction over the Unitary Patent (effective in 25 EU
Member States) and traditional European patents.

FROM ITC TO UPC

Although the new court aims to harmonise European patent law under a unified patent
jurisdiction and to reduce time on proceedings, as an unknown quantity it has prompted a
‘wait and see’ attitude among some lawyers and their clients. One lawyer based in
Scandinavia said that his Nordic clients are reluctant to commit their most important IP to
proceedings in an untested newly minted court.

“One issue is that Nordic corporations’ – who are now carefully considering whether they will
take cases to court – willingness, or readiness, to take the case to court may grow,” says Ben
Rapinoja, IP partner at Borenius in Helsinki, of the new court. The UPC, he adds, might
gain popularity with non-participating entities and ultimately become overburdened with a
backlog of cases.

However, the lion’s share may not be brought by Nordic ICT companies – notwithstanding
Ericsson’s recent high-profile patent disputes.

“Sweden is not per se a litigious society; we are a very consensus-driven society,” says
Oxhammar, this “means that – in comparison to the US – taking action in court is often the
last resort”. Rapinoja similarly maintains that: “In Finland and other Scandinavian countries,
the aim is quite often to negotiate and try to find an amicable solution.”

He cites the example of a constructive, consensus-driven approach to non-patent -related IP
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disputes involving Finnish tech companies. Teosto, Finland’s performance rights
organisation which collects royalties for songwriters and composers, is active in negotiating
standard terms with online music sites like Sweden’s Spotify, he says.

The latter had ultimately settled a lawsuit levelled against it by UK record label Ministry of
Sound last year in relation to playlists generated by Spotify users which  
it maintained were based on Ministry compilations. “The Finnish approach has been rather
constructive in the way that the right holders are in a position to develop market practices,”
Rapinoja says, adding “there are already these standard agreements with, for instance,
Spotify”.

Such collaborative approaches – along with the aforementioned Rockstar consortium
resolution to some of the patent wars which had beset its industry – demonstrate an
eagerness to get on with business rather than engaging in costly, drawn-out litigation.

However, with the seed of every nascent technology comes the flowering of new potential
disputes. The Nordic states, with perhaps the slight exception of Norway (whose strength and
focus has arguably been its oil and gas industry), continue to carry the torch for their
technological and innovative design legacies.

As such, the emergence of a slew of complex new materials and technologies, from wearables
to graphene, both internationally and within Northern Europe, seem to portend equally
complex IP infringement concerns.

One such sector is the world of 3D printing, which although now in its infancy, is likely to
trigger significant IP infringements as the technology improves and becomes more
ubiquitous. Expect Scandinavian companies to look to innovate their patent rights and patent
defiance strategies in this area next.

“3D printing is something we are seeing clients engaged in, thinking about using existing IP
rights and maximising their ability to enforce those IP rights,” says Sheraton.

“We have a number of companies working in the materials technology sector such as with 3D
printing, metallurgy-type companies – that is one area… and a number of interesting biotech
typically smaller companies,” says Oxhammar.

He does not expect, however, to see disputes related to these burgeoning sectors arise until
“quite some years in the future”. When they do, European and US courts will await the
questions they raise.
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